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Like most people, you’ve probably had the sense
— at least once — that things were not right with
the world and that not everything was as it seemed.
You’ve felt that sinister truths hid behind a façade of
normality, veiled partially by the rational, orderly
“natural laws” we call science. And when night falls,
when the shadows grow long and the wind whistles
through the trees, you shudder and remember the
truths of your ancestors, who were right to fear the
dark.

You’ve just entered the World of Darkness, a world
very much like our own, save that the shadows hide
very real monsters (though most people fool them-
selves into believing it isn’t so).

In Vampire: The Requiem, the first Storytelling
game set in the World of Darkness, you and your
friends tell the story of some of these monsters,
namely those mortal men and women who find
themselves transformed into vampires (or Kindred,
as they call themselves). Neither truly alive nor dead,
the Kindred survive on the blood of mortals. They
can shrug off terrible injuries, they never grow old,
and they have a variety of inhuman abilities. Never-
theless, the Kindred fear many things, from the burn-
ing touch of sunlight or fire, to the widespread expo-
sure of their kind before their mortal prey. Most of
all, they fear the Beast, that savage aspect of their
damned souls that hungers for blood and violence
and can drive them into uncontrolled rage or acts of
sheer depravity.

Their origin is lost to time, but many Kindred
think that the curse comes from God Himself as pun-
ishment for terrible sins. Kindred society has existed
in some form for the last two millennia. Tonight,

the most powerful vampire in a domain usually goes
by the title of Prince and rules over a feudal hierar-
chy of smaller domains and hunting grounds. The
Kindred divide themselves both by blood (into five
large extended families known as clans, which are
traced from sire to childe) and by association (into
several powerful covenants, political groupings of like
beliefs and outlooks). Personal rivalries, alliances and
other distinctions complicate even these simple di-
visions. Ultimately, every Kindred must make her
way alone through the endless night.

The Game
Vampire: The Requiem is a Storytelling (or

roleplaying) game. In it, a group of players cooper-
ates to tell a story. Each player takes on the role of a
single Kindred, except for the Storyteller. This player
essentially takes on every other role, describing the
world to the other players, acting out the parts of
other characters and determining what challenges
the players’ characters face. Players roll dice to de-
termine if their characters can overcome the chal-
lenges before them. In a typical exchange, the Sto-
ryteller describes the scene in which the players’
characters find themselves. (“You rise from a day’s
slumber in the small basement you use as a haven. A
scratching at the door tells you someone is trying to
get in. What do you do?”) The players then describe
their characters’ actions, usually in the first person.
(“I sneak up to the door and look through the peep
hole.”) The Storyteller then describes the results of
the action, going back and forth until the scene is
resolved. Dice are rolled when players have their
characters try things that aren’t guaranteed success.

Your Requiem Begins Here
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Jumping out of a moving car without getting hurt
would require a dice roll; leaving a stationary one
wouldn’t.

This booklet contains everything you and four of
your friends will need to play your first game of Vam-
pire: The Requiem, except for some pencils and
paper (for notes) and several 10-sided dice (these
specialty dice are available in most hobby shops and
are sometimes called “d10”). Those of you who are
going to be players should read over the character
backgrounds in the center of this booklet and choose
the one you want to play. The Storyteller should read
the rest of the booklet in preparation before playing.

The Rules
 Vampire: The Requiem uses a set of rules called

the Storytelling System. Many of the rules are intro-
duced in the scenario proper or on the character
sheets (special powers and so on), but there are a
few basics to go over first.

• Rolling Dice: When rolling dice in the
Storytelling System, you do not add the numbers
together. Instead any single die that comes up 8 or
better is considered a success. You usually only need
one success to accomplish a task, but more is always
better (causing more damage in combat, for ex-
ample). Any die that comes up a “0” (considered a
10) counts as a success and can be rolled again (and
potentially get another success). If you roll no suc-
cesses at all, your character has failed that action.

• Dice Pools: The number of dice you roll to at-
tempt something is called your dice pool. It is usu-
ally made up of the total of two traits on your char-
acter sheet (one Attribute and one Skill) and modi-
fiers imposed by any special equipment your charac-
ter uses or adverse conditions.

• Modifiers: The Storyteller determines what
modifiers apply to any dice pool. These either add
to, or subtract from, the dice pool (the number of
dice rolled). These modifiers usually come from tools
used (a bonus is listed with the tool), Merits that
the character has (described in the character descrip-
tion), or general circumstances. The Storyteller
should grant or impose a bonus or penalty (usually
ranging from +2 to -2) if the circumstances are espe-
cially favorable or deleterious. For example, an at-

tempt to climb a wall that is slick with rain and slime
would suffer a -2 penalty, whereas doing so on one
with plentiful handholds and ledges would gain a
+2.

• Chance Die: If modifiers reduce your dice pool
to zero dice (or even less), you should roll a single
die (called a chance die). A 10 rolled on a chance die
generates a single success, while any other result is a
failure. Rolling a 1 on a chance die indicates a dra-
matic failure, and the Storyteller should describe es-
pecially troublesome results (a gun jamming, a blow-
out during a car chase, etc.).

• Actions: Almost anything a character does is
considered a simple action. You determine the dice
poll, roll the dice, and see if you succeed or fail. In
combat you can perform one simple action per turn.
Sometimes, you’ll be asked to take an extended ac-
tion, which represents doing something over a pe-
riod of time, like researching something in a library
or searching a room. In this case, every time you roll
the dice represents a fixed amount of time (usually
10 minutes, but it varies for some more involved ac-
tions). You accumulate successes from roll to roll until
you get a certain number (described in the text), at
which point something happens, or you run out of
time. Some actions can also be contested, which
means that two people are working against each
other, such as in an arm-wrestling match, or when a
character tries to sneak past a watchful guard. In a
contested action, each player (or the player and the
Storyteller) rolls the dice pool for their character and
the person with the most successes wins. Finally, some
actions are reflexive, which means that they happen
automatically and don’t take up any time — you can
perform them and still perform a simple action in
that turn.

• Turns and Scenes: A turn is a 3-second period
and is used in combat. A scene is a longer period
(usually as long as it takes for everyone to do what
they want in a particular place). Some vampiric pow-
ers function for a single turn, while others last the
whole scene.

The Character Sheet
 The middle folds of this booklet contain charac-

ter sheets for the four characters that players will use
in Mary’s Child. These sheets contain all the game
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numbers that define a character’s capabilities, divided
into a variety of types of traits. Most traits are rated
from one dot (•) to five dots (•••••), much like a
star rating system for movies. Different traits repre-
sent different things:

• Attributes represent inherent capabilities, such
as Strength, Intelligence or Presence.

• Skills represent learned abilities, like Firearms
or Medicine. A word or phrase in parentheses next
to a Skill indicates a Specialty, an area of the overall
Skill in which the character is particularly talented.
If you are asked to roll a dice pool in which your
character doesn’t have the right Skill, you suffer a
penalty of either -1 (for a missing Physical or Social
Skill) or -3 (for a missing Mental Skill). If, on the
other hand, you have a relevant specialty in the Skill
in your dice pool, you get a +1 modifier.

• Health determines how wounded your charac-
ter is, and it has both dots and points. Your character’s
dots are filled in on your character sheet, and they
represent the total number available to him when
he is uninjured. His Health points are recorded in
the corresponding boxes, denoting his current state
of health. (See “Health and Damage” for how to mark
off Health points and the effects of wound penal-
ties.)

• Willpower represents your character’s reserves.
You can spend one point (and one point only) of
Willpower on any roll, and you get three additional
dice in your dice pool. Alternatively, you can spend
a point to raise your Defense trait by two against a
single attack. Willpower is valuable, and you regain
it only for acting in accordance with your character’s
Virtue or Vice (see individual character descrip-
tions). Willpower is ranked from 1 to 10, unlike most
of other traits.

• Blood Potency represents the inherent power
of the character’s vampiric nature.

• Vitae: This is the amount of blood currently in
a vampire’s system. You spend Vitae to activate dif-
ferent vampiric powers.

• Disciplines are special vampiric powers, which
are explained in the character’s description.

• Merits are special edges a character has, such
as Contacts or Resources or Stunning Looks. The
effects of each are explained in the character’s de-
scription.

• Defense and Initiative Modifier are traits used
in combat and are explained in that section.

• Speed is the number of yards a character can
move in one combat turn and still perform an ac-
tion. A character can run up to twice his Speed rat-
ing yards in a turn if he sacrifices his action. Speed
will most likely come into play in a chase.

• Humanity is a measure of your character’s mo-
rality, of how far he has succumbed to the Beast. Your
character can lose Humanity over the course of play.
Humanity is ranked from 1 to 10, unlike most of other
traits.

Combat
Stealing blood from the living and subject to

beastly frenzies, Kindred attract violence. When a
fight breaks out, it can be important to keep track of
who is doing what, and how badly they are hurting
each other. When that happens, follow these steps:

First tell the players that their characters are en-
tering combat. Until the combat ends, everyone acts
turn-by-turn, with each character everyone getting
one chance to act each turn.

Next, have everyone roll Initiative, which is the
result of the roll of a single die + the character’s Ini-
tiative modifier as listed on the character sheet. (This
is a rare case where you add the number that comes
up on a die to the value of your trait, instead of roll-
ing a dice pool and looking for a success.)

Starting with the character with the highest Ini-
tiative result and continuing on to the lowest, each
character gets to take a single action (usually an at-
tack). The player can choose to yield her character’s
action until later in the Initiative queue, or until
the next turn if she wishes. Resolve each character’s
action before asking the next player what his char-
acter does.

If a character attacks another character, the at-
tacker rolls the appropriate dice pool:

• Unarmed close combat: Strength + Brawl, mi-
nus target’s Defense and armor (if any)

• Armed close combat: Strength + Weaponry,
minus target’s Defense and armor (if any)

• Ranged combat (guns and bows): Dexterity +
Firearms, minus target’s armor (if any)
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• Ranged combat (thrown weapons): Dexterity
+ Athletics, minus target’s Defense and armor (if any)

Add bonus dice based on what weapon is being
used or what effect is being performed, then subtract
penalties for circumstance conditions. The player
rolls the remaining pool. Each success equates to a
Health point of damage inflicted, the type of which
is determined by the nature of the attack. The Sto-
ryteller describes the attack and wound in narrative
terms.

Once everyone has acted, a new turn starts and
the player with the highest Initiative gets to act again.
Players do not make new Initiative rolls every turn.

Complications
• Avoiding Damage in Close Combat: Your

character’s Defense trait represents his instinctive
ability to duck and weave and make close-combat
attacks harder, and so serves as a penalty to incom-
ing attacks. If your character hasn’t yet acted this
turn and is willing to forgo that action, he can dodge,
which doubles his Defense for the rest of the turn. If
your character is attacked multiple times in the same
turn, however, it becomes harder for him to avoid
being hurt. For every attack targeted at him past the
first, reduce the character’s Defense by 1 (to a mini-
mum of zero). If your character is dodging, the
doubled Defense reduces by 1 for each additional
attack.

• Avoiding Damage in Ranged Combat: Unless
a ranged attacker is close enough that he could just
as easily attack in close combat (a few feet), or is
throwing a weapon, Defense doesn’t apply. To avoid
damage in a firefight you can either find cover (hide
behind something solid) or fall prone (drop flat to
the ground). Falling prone constitutes a character’s
action for the turn but levies a -2 penalty on ranged
attacks. Anyone within close-combat striking dis-
tance (a few feet) gets a +2 bonus to hit a prone
character, though.

• Concealment and Cover: If your character is
partially concealed behind an object, she is harder
to hit with ranged attacks. The penalty goes from -1
(crouching behind an office chair) to -3 (poking up
out of a foxhole). If you are completely concealed,
the attacker suffers no dice pool penalty but has to
score enough successes to shoot through the inter-

vening object (called the cover). Piercing an object
reduces the number of success rolled by a number
based on the durability of the cover: from 1 (for wood
or thick glass) to 3 (for steel). If this penalty reduces
the number of successes to 0, the attack fails to pen-
etrate the cover and you take no damage.

• Range: Every ranged weapon has three ranges
listed in yards in the format short/medium/long. An
attacker suffers no penalty when her target is within
the short range. If the target is at medium range, she
suffers a -2 penalty. At long range, this penalty goes
to -4.

Health and Damage
• Damage Types: There are three types of dam-

age, each more serious than the last: bashing, lethal
and aggravated. Bashing damage generally results from
blunt or stunning attacks. Lethal damage generally
results from cuts, gunshots and other more serious
attacks. (Note that, because they have no function-
ing internal organs to damage, Kindred take bashing
damage instead of lethal from gunshots.) Aggravated
damage generally results from especially vile super-
natural attacks.

• Marking Damage: When a character suffers
damage, the player marks off that number of Health
points, starting with the box under the leftmost dot
of his Health trait and proceeding left to right. The
symbol used depends on the type of damage.

Bashing damage is marked with a slash (/) in the
first available empty box. So imagining that Louis
(one of the characters in this scenario, who has seven
Health dots) had just taken one point of bashing
damage, his Health boxes would look like this:

Lethal damage is marked with an X, and it pushes
any existing bashing damage right on the track (so
that it always appears to the left of bashing damage).
If Louis next took a point of lethal damage, his track
would be:

Aggravated damage is marked with a large aster-
isk (*) by adding a vertical bar to an X. It also pushes
any existing lethal and bashing damage right on the
track (so that it always appears to the left of lethal or
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bashing damage). If Louis next suffered a point of
aggravated damage, his track would be:

• Wound Penalties: If a character is reduced to
two or less Health points (by whatever type of dam-
age), the player suffers penalties to all die rolls. With
the third-to-last box is marked with a wound, the
penalty is -1; when the second to last is marked it is
-2; when the last box is marked it is -3. (These modi-
fiers appear on the character sheet for easy reference).
These penalties apply to all rolls except those re-
lated to losing Humanity (see below).

• No More Health: Marking off a character’s last
Health box usually means that the character has
become incapacitated. If that rightmost wound is
bashing (and the character is mortal) she falls un-
conscious. If that rightmost wound is lethal or ag-
gravated, a mortal character quickly bleeds to death.
Note that this would mean the character has no bash-
ing damage at all, since it will always be the
rightmost. Kindred react differently to these condi-
tions.

• Additional Damage: An unconscious mortal
or a severely battered Kindred can still be damaged
by further attacks. Without further Health boxes to
mark off, you represent this damage by upgrading ex-
isting wounds. Any new bashing or lethal wound
upgrades an existing bashing wound to lethal (make
the leftmost / into an X). Additional aggravated dam-
age converts a point of lethal or bashing damage to
aggravated (make the leftmost X or / into an aster-
isk).

• Healing: Mortals recover from damage thanks
to rest and medical attention. Kindred need to spend
Vitae to heal.

Effects of Vampirism
Part of the scenario in this booklet deals explic-

itly with the characters discovering that they are
Kindred, but it can be useful to have some of the
basic game effects of that transformation all in one
place.

• Blood Consumption: Kindred have a trait
called Vitae, which represents the amount of blood
in their system. They automatically spend one point
of Vitae to rise every night, so eventually they must

feed from the living. They also spend Vitae for other
effects. Most young vampires can only spend one
Vitae per turn and hold at most 10 Vitae. A vampire
without any Vitae left suffers a lethal wound when
she rises (when she would normally spend a point of
Vitae). Any other effects that require Vitae expen-
diture fail if the character has none to spend.

• Reduced Damage: The Kindred anatomy is
animated by a supernatural curse, not the function-
ing of delicate organs, so it takes a lot to inflict seri-
ous damage upon them. Firearms inflict bashing dam-
age to Kindred instead of lethal damage. Blades and
arrows still inflict lethal damage, however. In addi-
tion, a vampire does not fall unconscious if all her
Health boxes are marked off due to bashing damage.
She remains able to act but still suffers a -3 wound
penalty. Additional damage upgrades existing
wounds as normal. If all a Kindred’s Health boxes
are marked off due to lethal damage, she enters a
coma-like state called torpor. A vampire loses all of
her Health points to aggravated damage is destroyed.

• Healing: Kindred do not heal like mortals. In-
stead they must spend Vitae to do so. One point of
Vitae heals two points of bashing damage or one
point of lethal damage. The vampire can take other
action in the same turn as healing bashing or lethal
damage. Aggravated damage is much harder to heal.
It takes five points of Vitae and two full nights per
point of aggravated damage to heal.

• Physical Augmentation: Vampires can boost
their Physical Attributes (Dexterity, Strength,
Stamina) for a moment by spending Vitae. Each
point will add two dice to dice pools using one of
these Attributes for the current turn (the vampire
can take a regular action that same turn at no pen-
alty). Certain Disciplines allow for more efficient use
of this ability.

• Fire and Sunlight: Vampires suffer terrible dam-
age from exposure to fire or sunlight. Both anath-
ema cause a number of automatic points of aggra-
vated damage per turn, depending on their intensity
and the amount of exposure. A cigarette lighter held
to one’s skin or a hand held in sunlight that is fil-
tered through heavy drapes would inflict only one
point per turn. Being tossed in a wood fire or look-
ing out a window on an overcast day would inflict
three points per turn. Being caught in a chemical
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